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baiken system voice

horribly optimized. Seems like it was made for children, but that is certainly not a bad thing at all. The art is beautiful and the
game play is simple, but rewarding enough to provide several hours of entertainment. Definitely came across to me as a polished
product of high quality!. Cute, but short.

The controls aren't the best.

There aren't too many puzzles.

The difficulty is less a curve and more peaks and valleys, with the peaks getting pretty high. A hint system would be
appreciated.

I'm glad I played it, but I can't quite recommend it.. Tried to play this game again after a few years. Keep saying Product key is
in use. F*ckers!. a nother game that looks like a baby of gta1 and madmax. Elliot Quest has reaffirmed my belief that there are
people in this world who still know how to make video games. Imagine Zelda 2 without the flaws.. This game is actually really
fun.. I was put off by the art and premise at first, but if you actually give it a chance it's a lot of fun. Art-wise, I thought
everyone looked so vacant in the screenshots and trailer. They're really more expressive than that though so don't let that
dissuade you. Also, I really liked how the story changed based on personal decisions for MC as well as the romance decisions.
MC isn't the usual no personality type either. She has a lot of funny interactions. Awesome game, if you like otome you should
definitely give it a try.. Fun physics puzzle game where you use objects and place stuff to destroy buildings.

More puzzle-y than Blast Corps, which was a Nintendo 64 game in which you used different vehicles and their special
properties/abilities to demolish everything in sight.
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The more you play Spellstone, the more you begin to understand it for what it is. It's not something you can speedrun or play in
one sitting. It's not the kind of game that you sit down to spend a weekend grinding. This game is an investment, a marathon, a
way of life. Once you start to take this game seriously, you've got the app on your phone and your checking on it every couple of
hours, joining alliances of the strongest guilds and competing in every clash and guild war.

But the game actually has a very low barrier of entry. The total simplicity of the card crafting, upgrading, and fighting makes for
a really easy-to-play casual game. It has a decent storyline with solid rewards and a convincing difficulty curve, and the cards
themselves are well-drawn, easy to understand, and feature an exciting evolution-esque upgrade system.

I have never found another CCG with such simplicity. The other games in this genre are saturated with over-complication and
such absurd strategy that even after finishing the tutorial, you still don't know how the game works. But Spellstone's simplicity
made me fall in love with it at first sight.

Spellstone's a free-to-play CCG, so it's obviously pay-to-win; that just comes with the genre. An energy system also restricts the
amount you can play in a single session, but there are so many things to do that you can play the game for hours at a time
without waiting for recharges. You can compete for rewards constantly, in both PvP and PvE, earning premium cards for the
performance of both you and your guild.

Obviously, like all games, this one has its issues, but it's free-to-play and full of features.. It's pretty trash. Since I beat the game
w\/out the talisman, I guess its not bad to have it, makes the game little more intriguing, by adding more RPG element.
If you can spare 3 bucks its worth addition.. The puns and the punching. Gotta love it!. Terraria meets Rimworld meets Towns.
RimWorld style graphics, Terraria gameplay with the layers of layers of dungeons like in Towns. Lots of fun and lots of
potential!. I love this game! I love the series also. Used to play them on WildTangent games on the laptop. The rush xD.
Fantastically fun game, but too short! I won't ding it for being short though.

Graphically, it's on-par with even today's modern games. Gameplay, it's great. Competent, non-arcade-type gun play without the
complexity of some of today's modern offerings.

I've owned this game for _years_ and until looking to see if the publisher had done any further Frontlines games, I really never
noticed that there was a multiplayer; yes, the option was there, but I guess I never really noticed it. I guess that this game never
seemed like it would be a good MP, so maybe that was it; at least it didn't devolve in to some POS CoD or BF cheatfest gaming
that only kids play these days, so maybe it's a good thing! Apparently you can still play on LAN though. So, can't ding it for lack
of MP when I never noticed MP was really there.

If you want a great FPS and will accept kind of a short story, check out Fuel of War, and its prequel or sequel Homefront from
the same publisher.. Great karting simulator. Recommend everyone.
Good Job PiBoso!
I hope GP Bikes and World Racing Series will also be on Steam soon.. Picked this up in the Steam sale and whilst it does appear
to be a little lacking in features, it is quite fun to play - especially on the rare occasions when you manage to produce a 5 star
vintage and rake the cash in! I do hope that the developers keep updating the game though as I feel that the replay value at the
moment may be a bit low.
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